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Not really unnecessary for solving, but “concert" means “puzzle" here.
● “You’ve been invited to a puzzle. ”
● “Let's prepare you for the puzzle.
There are basically four simple steps in solving this puzzle:
1. Filling in the correct song title.
2. Putting them in the correct order.
3. Choosing the correct letter in each title.
4. Combining the letters to spell out the location.
The three concert preparations are the biggest hints for solving it.
● Knowing the songs will help fill in the correct song title.
● Knowing the setlist will help place the songs in order.
● Knowing the fanchant will help figure out the one letter to use.

- IMAGE 2STEP 1. Filling in the correct song title
*Knowing the song*
Answer top to bottom: SERENDIPITY, FIRE,
MAGICSHOP, FAKELOVE, BOYZWITHFUN,
TRIVIAJUSTDANCE, SILVERSPOON,
TRIVIAJUSTDANCE, THETRUTHUNTOLD.
STEP 2. Putting them in the correct order
*Knowing the setlist*
Players will have to put them in order
according to the setlist. Players will have to
look up the setlist on Google or Twitter, but
they already have information on the tour
name. Link
Correct order: MAGICSHOP,
TRIVIAJUSTDANCE, SERENDIPITY, TRIVIALOVE,
BOYZWITHFUN, FIRE, SILVERSPOON,
FAKELOVE, THETRUTHUNTOLD.
STEP 3. Choosing the letter in the title
*Knowing the fanchant*
The BTS members' names in the hint represent numbers, which can be figured out by the order
of the fanchant.
1. Kim Namjoon

2. Kim Seokjin

3. Min Yoongi

4. Jung Hoseok

5. Park Jimin

6. Kim Taehyung

7. Jeon Jungkook
Example A
1. “This song reminds Jimin of the color purple, with its lyrics perfectly capturing the
beautiful bond between BTS and ARMY.” (Answer: MAGICSHOP)
2. Jimin is mentioned = 5.
3. The 5th letter in MAGICSHOP is C.

Example B
1. “This song is performed by Namjoon, but Seokjin has joined him on stage a couple times
along with other members.” (Answer: TRIVIALOVE)
2. Namjoon is mentioned = 1. Seokjin is mentioned = 2.
3. 1 + 1 = 3.
4. The 3rd letter in TRIVIALOVE is I.
When we figure out all the letters to use in each song title, we combine them in the order of
the setlist (from step 2).
● MAGICSHOP, Jimin 5 = C
● TRIVIAJUSTDANCE, Yoongi 3 = I
● SERENDIPITY, Namjoon 1 + Jimin 5 + Hoseok 4 = T
● TRIVIALOVE, Namjoon 1 + Seokjin 2 = I
● BOYZWITHFUN, Taehyung 6 + Yoongi 3 = F
● FIRE, Seokjin 2 = I
● SILVERSPOON, Jimin 5 = E
● FAKELOVE, Jimin 5 = L
● THETRUTHUNTOLD, Jungkook 7 + Taehyung 6 + Namjoon 1 = D
STEP 4. Combining the letters
CITIFIELD

